I like to think of myself as a relatively easygoing person, someone who mostly gets along with others in a live-and-let-live sort of way. So imagine my surprise when, in talking with a colleague one day, this hardline sentence blithely rolled out of my mouth: 'As an acquisitions editor, you have to be ready at any moment to say no in a variety of creative ways, different registers, and sometimes even repeatedly in the same conversation. ' In a later moment of introspection, I began to wonder, what does it mean to say no to authors? Acquisitions editors routinely deliver the big yes or no -that is, 'yes, the press is interested in publishing this manuscript,' or 'no, the press is not interested.' But what about the myriad decisions made about an accepted project thereafter? To dig around on this topic a bit, I mixed Ira Glass with Wallace Stevens to reflect on some memorable noes and to see what they add up to.
Scene 1. The author of a scholarly monograph called to discuss publishing the map for her book as a colour foldout. 'The map is lovely,' I replied, 'but foldouts are extraordinarily expensive, and this map will work fine for readers as a black and white double-page spread.' Several months later, while the manuscript was out for peer review, the author sent me a very upbeat email proclaiming the many people she believed would buy the book with the map run as a foldout and wouldn't that be a great idea. I gently reminded the author that we had already had this conversation and elaborated a bit further on the cost issue. She assured me she understood. Three more times I received a 'great idea!' email from this author, variously suggesting the map appear as a colour plate, coloured endpapers, a colour frontispiece! I gave her an A for effort, but these conversations added up to a the-answer-is-still-no no.
Scene 2. The press decided to publish a paperback reprint of a title by a journalist who had had several big trade-house publications. After negotiating all the terms, I sent the author the contract. The author signed and returned the contract, but he also wrote in a surprise: an author free allowance of one hundred books. My response here was not a phone call but rather a short, to-the-point email, informing the author that the inserted term would not be counter-initialed and that the much smaller, formerly agreed-upon number would remain. Did the author understand that he could not unilaterally revise the terms? 'Yes' was the one-word reply. Thus arose the we-weren't-born-yesterday no.
Scene 3. A volume editor contacted me with a worry, explaining that her conversations with one contributor had gotten tangled up over some illustrations. It seems that the contributor was using his iPhone to take photographs of illustrations published in Life magazine, calling his images 'transformative' and claiming fair use. I contacted the contributor and explained why his images were not 'transformative' in the common understanding of copyright law. The contributor pushed back. He admitted that Life owned the images but complained that they would undoubtedly charge him a fee for permission to use their images -the images they owned -in the piece he wanted to claim new copyright over. I told him we could not bend our permissions policy on copyrighted images, but I encouraged him to think of an alternative way to proceed: Were there department funds he could tap? Public domain pieces to use instead? I could only call this the we-work-both-sides-of-this-street no.
Scene 4. An author was a week or so away from submitting his manuscript. Over the years of research for the project, no fewer than sixteen graduate students had helped in many valuable ways on the project. Might they, he generously asked, be listed as co-authors? 'No, I'm afraid not,' I replied. Then might they, he inquired, be individually listed on the title page? Again, the answer was no. In describing how the acknowledgements would be a fine place to recognize their contributions, I realized my own gratitude for the take-cover-behind-bibliographic-conventions no.
Scene 5. A variation on the take-cover-behind-bibliographicconventions no was also quite useful in another instance. After the press's board approved publication of a scholarly collection, we learned that the volume's two co-editors had begun feuding. The feud spiked as they prepared the final manuscript. Instead of submitting a final introduction, revised per the reader reports, the volume editors tried to submit four introductions for the volume, whereby each co-editor would write one introduction as well as a rebuttal to the other's introduction. A junior colleague cut her teeth with a deftly worded letter pointing out the negative impacts of such a structure; we ended up calling this situation a W.T.F. no.
Scene 6. Then there was the author who wanted to dedicate his book to his deceased dog and print a lengthy epitaph extolling his pet's virtues. That occasioned the gut-wrenching I'm-so-sorry-for-your-loss no.
Scene 7. An assistant editor asked me what to do with a scholarly author's request for a $20,000 advance against royalties. My radar lit up. 'Tell me more about this request,' I replied. It seems the author's previous book with the press had garnered a positive review in a major national newspaper, and so the good scholar thought the press might underwrite the better part of his research costs on this new project. Never mind that he had a day job that covered his research time and that this new project was on an exceedingly narrow topic. We value our relationship with the author, so this instance occasioned a teaching moment with the assistant editor about how to deliver a but-we-still-love-you no, which, I cautioned, might turn into a no with a graceful exit, should the author insist that the outsized advance was his top publishing priority.
Scene 8. An author with some business-consulting experience rejected virtually every change in his copy-edited manuscript, from grammar to syntax to inconsistencies. When told the situation was not acceptable and that some middle ground must be found, he began to weep. I offered a kind but firm we-are-not-photocopiers-have-a-tissue no.
I could keep going with the yes-the-world-has-changed-since-yourlast-book no, the we-answer-to-the-press-board no, the endnotes-arepart-of-your-word-count no. Isn't it interesting how the acquisitions no begins to resemble the legendary Inuit forty ways of saying 'snow'?
For a long while I worked with an editor-in-chief who kept a list of business rules on his board, one of which was 'everything's negotiable.' Only partly with tongue in cheek will I now gloss my response to that rule as 'well, yes and no.' Because, in the world of academic publishing, acquisitions editors are both the author's agent and the publisher's ombudsman. We bring the authors into the fold of the house, but we must also educate them so they are informed partners -not folks expecting a pony at every turn. Somewhat like politics, acquisitions pivots on good negotiation between parties. But at the end of the day, the decision turns on what is right for the book.
I'd go so far as to suggest that these various ways of saying no are, in fact, a way of saying yes! for a well-published book. They are, when taken seriously, the right decision for the integrity of process and product. A situation with a bottom-line no often requires an engaged and substantive conversation. A no should come with a clear rationale. And this readiness to have the difficult but candid conversation does not end when the editor transmits the manuscript to production. Authors are not hot potatoes to be handed off quickly. My colleagues are all quite capable of their own professional conversations arriving at no, and I have learned much from their variations. But the editor does need to be ready, willing, and able to step in and support a colleague, on an as-needed basis.
Which doesn't mean that we always succeed with our communications. An author will, occasionally, nudge one right to the brink of saying out loud, 'What part of ''no'' do you NOT understand?' But, of course, we find a better way to say that.
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